developed some of the smallest and fastest, most efficient
seagoing vessels, the fitted dinghy and the Bermuda
sloop, but now they have dwindled to an alarming few.
lt has been fashionable in recent years to import boats
from New England and even from Britain. Some organizations have vowed to change this, for example the
Bermuda Sloop Foundation, which has commissioned
the construction of a Bermuda sloop.
Belonging to the island - being hom and bred in
Bermuda -is a valued status. Bermudians meeting for
the first time ask immediately, "What's your 'title' (your
surname)?" followed by "Who's your Momma?" Further
inquiry may be needed to place individuals in their larger
families; so the next question may be something like,
"Are you from the Pembroke Dills (or Pearmans, or
Outterbridges) or from the Warwick (or Devonshire, or
Flatts) Dills?" Finally, "What school (or church) did you
attend as a child?" With a mariner's precision,
Bermudians calculate social longitudes and latitudes to
orient the conversation.
All Bermudians see family as the foundation of
society. Genealogy and family history structure many
social relations. Bermudians extend kin and kinlike affiliations into the formation of clubs, lodges, government,
schools, businesses, and institutions of worship. Most
Bermudian businesses are family businesses, from the
smallest shop to the largest Bermuda-owned law firm.
As in communities around the world, family and community bonds in Bermuda are reaffirmed and strengthened
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Traditions of Bermudian friendly societies have had a central role in supporting
families and community-building in Bermuda. Members of one Bermuda lodge
gather to celebrate an anniversary. Photo courtesy Joy Wilson Tucker

through play such as cricket, celebrations such as Cup
Match and the Easter holiday, and collective work such as
house-building.
The ball game of cricket has special significance for
Bermudians. Generations of cricketers in the same family
tend to belong to the same clubs. Bermudians living or
traveling abroad tend to come home in late July for the
annual celebration of Cup Match, a cricket tournament that
commemorates and celebrates the emancipation from slavery of Bermudians of African descent in 1834. Bermudian
Cup Match also illuminates the complexity of the island's
history and society. Cricket was a segregated sport, like
many other public activities in Bermuda before the 1970s
civil rights protests and popular uprisings in Bermuda.

The Cup Match holiday is a cricket match, a time of family reunion, and an annual celebration of the end of slavery in Bermuda.
Photo by John Zuill, courtesy the Bermuda Government
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